
EURO 100.2
Security unit with time delay lock

PROTECT YOUR MONEY!
 Time delay opening
 Preventive impact - warning labels at the entrance
 Solid construction
 Easy to operate
 ISO 9001



In this object there 
areinstalled units 
with timedelay 
lock.

Cashier cannotshorten 
the time

Cashier cannotshorten 
the time

Protected by time 
delay lock

Number of robberies during the opening hours increases every year.
Is your cash protected? What if there is robbery?
EURO 100.2 increases security during the opening hours and minimizes risk of robbery.
Ideal for stores, petrol stations, post offices and all places where cash is handled.

Description:
Security unit EURO 100.2 is made of 3 mm thick steel plate. Cassette is made of 1 mm thick steel plate.

Euro 100.2 consist of 2 parts:
	The fixed part contains electronics and the electronic lock mechanism. This part is fixed to the solid location, e.g. 

a desk of the cash counter.
	The movable part, the lockable cassette enables convenient transfer of money. Each cashier can use own 

cassette.

Control:
In the working position, cassette is blocked by the lock mechanism. After turning the key to 1st position, the time delay 
lock becomes activated. It is indicated optically. When time has elapsed a continuous tone indicates that the unit is 
ready for opening. By turning the key to 2nd position, mechanism will unlock cassette. Then cassette can be pulled out. 
The time delay function can be programmed for openings ranging from 0 to 15 minutes. If the cashier does not keep 
the cassette on time, it is automatically locked again.

Philosophy of the security:
	Time setting in the interval from 0 to 15 min.
	Mechanical construction provides security against the mechanical attack.
	Warning labels inform all visitors about the presence of security units with the time-delay lock.

Technical data

Dimensions H x W x D* 357 x 130 x 207 mm * + 30 mm depth for handle
Weight (kg) 9

Cassette
Dimensions H x W x D 300 x 120 x 200 mm
Weight (kg) 3


